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Graphs
� Graph = set of vertices and
set of edges
� An edge links two vertices
� Pairwise relationship

Collaborations and (multi)sets
� Sets: group elements with no
repetition and no order
� Multisets: sets where repeti-
tions are allowed
� Collaborations:

- n-adic relationships
- multisets of elements
- often reduced to sets

Hypergraphs
� Hypergraphs:

- extend graphs

- allow relations between n
vertices

- are a family of unempty
subsets of vertices set
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Global RQ:
How to visually render collaborations

to allow smooth interaction
with data for

knowledge discovery?

RQ 1:
Are hypergraphs pertinent to
achieve interactive navigation

and visualisation of facets
in an information space?

RQ 2:
How to visualize large hypergraphs

with optimal knowledge discovery
and nice layouts

in an acceptable time for the user?

RQ 2.1:
How to coarsen a hypergraph?

RQ 2.2:
How to extend the concept of
adjacency in a hypergraph?

RQ 2.3:
Would an automated visualisation
evaluation be achievable? How?

Large hypergraphs

Coarsening hypergraphs
� Help to:

- improve visualisation of
large hypergraphs

- keep meaningful informa-
tion and structures
� Coarsen hypergraphs com-
parison by spectral techniques
� Spectral techniques require
proper adjacency and tensor
definitions
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e-adjacency tensor: layered approach
� Order: max |e|, dimension: |V | +max |e| − 1
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Layered homogenisation of hypergraphs

Adjacency in hypergraphs
� Adjacency is a pairwise rela-
tionship
=> improper notion for hyper-
graphs
� k-adjacency: k nodes given
=> belong to the same hyper-
edge
� e-adjacency: a hyperedge
being given, nodes of the hy-
peredge are e-adjacent
� In k-uniform hypergraphs:
=> k-adjacency is equivalent
to e-adjacency
� In general hypergraph: e-
adjacency =⇒ |e|-adjacency

More info?
Find my work on Arxiv:

1707.00115, 1712.08189

https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.00115
https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.08189

